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Abstract
Yes, this really is an overview of how the Oracle RDBMS engine
works in under an hour.

The Oracle database engine is a highly complex system.
However, at it's core, what it does 95% of the time is a relatively
simple set of processes. You need know no more than what a
SELECT statement is but by the end of this session you will
understand how Oracle puts data into the database, how it is
taken out, what consistent gets really are, why redo is crucial,
how everything is just tables, indexes and SQL and the way
each session sees only real data even as it changes.
All of this can be understood at a general level in 50 45 minutes
{but I will talk fast…Faster }
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Who am I and why am I doing this
Talk?
• Doing Oracle since “Right Said Fred” and “Shakespears Sister”
were in the charts, mostly as a developer, development DBA,
DB Designer & Performance guy.
• Started as a Form 2.3/Reportwriter 1.1 “builder” and kept asking
stupid questions like “How does that work then?”. Becoming a
DBA-type was inevitable. I’m still asking the same question.

• It seems to me there are very few “intro” talks anymore, so I’ve
started doing some. (They’re harder to prepare than “Geek” talks…)
• I’d love to know what you think, positive or negative. So far, it’s
been reassuringly 90% positive.
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Structure of Presentation and Beyond
I will mostly talk about diagrams and skip the slides covered in
words – you can download this presentation and read the words.

Wave if I am not making sense – Ask questions (but I’ll then talk
into the break  )
If this is all new to you, you might not get it all – but don’t worry,
it’s gone into your head once, next time you come across the
info, it will stick.

I’ll be around all conference, come and chat any time.
Oh, (questions for the panel at end of tomorrow)
Or email me on
mwidlake@ora600.org.uk
ORA600 Ltd
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Final Caveat – “lies of Simplification”
Some of what I am about to say is not exactly true. A couple of things are
occasionally wrong. However, the general message and architecture is correct.
In 45 minutes I can only give an overview, not highlight where there are extra
levels of complexity or things change if you turn on a certain oracle feature or
change specific initialisation parameter.
Also, as Oracle Corp have developed the RDBMS they have added tweaks and
“inconsistencies” to help avoid issues that have been found to cause problems.
I also stress some things as “always” like this – but there are odd exceptions. I
want to make clear what the normal situation is as it is important to understand
what impact it has.
I also (at least once) state how something works as that is how later versions of
Oracle are moving to – it is not strictly speaking true, especially historically.
And, of course, occasionally I just get some things wrong. Sorry.
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Think of the Database as a Restaurant 
•

In the above diagram “you” are the red blob at the bottom left. Everything else
are bits of the oracle database.

•

You make requests of the database and different bits of it do their tasks to
make it happen. It is very similar to you going into a restaurant and ordering
food. Lots of things happen that you are unaware of but you get steak & chips.

•

Your main contact with the database is a server process. It is your waiter. You
ask for things and the server process, the waiter, passes the requirements to
the rest of the restaurant.

•

There are many people working in the restaurant, often doing distinct tasks.
You as the customer do not worry about it. Someone prepares the veg,
another person cooks the chips, head chef the steak.
Then the waiter delivers your food to you.

•
•
•

Later, someone cleans the plates and pans, puts away the utensils, takes out
the garbage.
You could think of the disc storage as larder, the SGA as the kitchen and the
PGA as the serving area. The oracle process are the staff and the only one
you see is the waiter.
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An Oracle Instance and Database
• An Oracle Instance is the “thing” that processes the SQL and data,
that does the work. It consists of a chunk of memory, the SGA, and the
Oracle Processes. The PGA is strictly speaking not part of the
instance, but it has to be there.
• The Database consists of the Tables, Indexes, Views and other objects
the DBAs (and others) create and are stored on Disk. It matters not
one bit if the “Disk” is hard disks or solid state. It’s “the data”.
• An Instance can only access one database. Even under 12C with the
new pluggable databases, which I won’t get to, this is generally true.
• You can set up several instances to refer to one database, this is RAC.
Ignore the concept of RAC for now.
• For those with experience in other RDBMS’s, an Oracle database
consists of many users/accounts, all of which can own tables, indexes
etc. A database is not owned by a single user.
ORA600 Ltd
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Oracle Processes and the Instance
• As stated before, an Oracle Instance is the chunk of server memory
allocated to the SGA, and the Oracle Processes.
• Many overviews of Oracle go into detail about the Oracle Processes. I
don’t. You don’t need to know - yet. You may never need to know
about some of the optional ones.
• A few oracle processes are mandatory, such as SMON and PMON (the
System & Process monitors). But you don’t need to know what they
actually do (though it is good to do so). I mention the key processes.
• Different processes are started up with different oracle options. I think
the two key things to be aware of are:
1. These processes do aspects of the database work in the same
way that members of staff in a restaurant do.
2. There can be lots of them (dozens to over 100) per instance and
each is a process on the box. Too many instances on one server
is a BAD idea. 12c multi-tenant option partially solves this.
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The “Instance” - Memory
• The Memory used by Oracle consists of two parts: SGA and PGA.
• The System Global Area, occasionally called the Shared Global area,
nearly always knows as the SGA. It holds the Database Buffer Cache
and some other bits. The Database Buffer Cache is the data the
instance is working on, what you have queried or altered.
• The SGA also holds the Library Cache, which is all the SQL and
PL/SQL you (and other users, including SYS) have run.
• Everything in the SGA can be shared between all users
• The Process Global Area or PGA holds the “stuff” a server process
(think of this as a user for now) needs. Data that is being sorted,
information about your SQL statements, data being fed back to your
connection.
• Stuff in the PGA is Not Shared.
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The Instance - Memory
• Everything is done in Memory
• If your server process wants to work on a record, it looks for it in the
Buffer Cache. If it does not find it, it reads from disk into memory and
THEN works on it.
• It changes the record if it needs to in memory. It lets other oracle
processes worry about recording the change and block to storage
• The Oracle Instance “engine” tries to keep as much useful stuff in
memory, in the Buffer Cache & Library Cache, as it can, so server
processes will find it in there.
• PGA stuff is temporary stuff. SGA stuff can actually stay in there for
weeks!
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“Block” Buffer Cache
• The cache holding your data (including indexes) is called the
Database Buffer Cache. I don’t call it that.
• I call it the Block Buffer Cache as that highlights a vital point. The
cache {in normal oracle} does not hold rows. It holds blocks.
• When Oracle needs a row, it reads in an 8K block. It comes with lots of
other rows. You may or may not want those other rows “soon”.

• This is why clustering related rows together in blocks is important. I
do not mean rows related to each other referentially, I mean related as
far as application processing is concerned.
• To make the most of your Block Buffer Cache, you need to try to
ensure a block holds rows your application is interested in at the
same time.
• It is an advanced topic but an often missed one. Always remember, the
cache holds BLOCKS, not individual rows.
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The Data Written to Storage
• Two main things are written to storage. The database files and the
redo logs.
• The Database files are what you think of as your database. They hold
the tables and indexes of your applications.
• Data is written, as blocks, from the SGA to the storage. This is done by
the database writer processes, DBWR or DBWn. “you” do not write
data, these oracle processes do it for you.
• Data is read from database files into memory by the server process –
you could think of this as “you” but it is not really. This data can be
stored SQL as well as table and index data.
• The other thing that is written are the redo logs. You can set up a
database that does not preserve the redo logs - but they are always
written to. They are very, very important.
• Again, you do not write redo. It is written by only one, key process the Log Writer, LGWR.
ORA600 Ltd
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There Can Be Only One…
Log Writer.

…Plus, in 12c two helpers
Online redo
Log Group 1

Optional – but
Vital.
Log Buffer

LGWR
Dual writes

ARCn processes
Dump to archive

New

Circular, in-memory
buffer for all redo
deltas to be written
into
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Redo Logs
• The Redo Logs are the stream of changes made to the database
blocks. They are the “deltas” needed to repeat the change, not the
blocks themselves.
• THEY are the core thing that needs to be maintained by the database,
for recoverability and consistency, not the database files..

• Changes are only classed as COMMITTED once they gave been
written to the Redo Logs. They may not have been written to the data
files. In fact, at that millisecond they probably have not.
• The redo logs are vital for most methods of backup and recovery.
They are so critical there are often more than one copy - duplexed.
• In theory, if you have the redo logs from the point at which you created
the database to now, you can recreate the database – no matter how
long that is. {Ignoring upgrades…}
• Unless you take special steps, all changes to data {except temporary
tablespace objects, used for eg sorts}, including indexes, are written to Redo.
ORA600 Ltd
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Redo logs, Log Buffer and LGWR
•

The Redo Logs are the golden copy of changes and the master of commit and
all that follows on from it.

•

All Redo is written by one process, the LGWR. Only One LGWR per instance is
allowed. Even in 12C. It has to be one in order to keep it fast, simple, reliable
and resilient. {this may change “soon”}.
In 12C the LGWR does have two helper processes, LG00 and LG01.
Apparently, rumour says, this number can increase….

•
•

To aid the process there is the Redo Log Buffer in the SGA where all the
Oracle Server Processes put their redo write requests.

•

LGWR works around this circular buffer, pushing the data to (preferably) two
sets of online redo logs. Two as it is so critical, sets so you have a large
capacity to stage the Redo.
The ARCn process(es) copy the online redo logs to the archive area, marking
them as ready to re-use once copied.

•
•

Some tuning tricks involve not logging an action, not recording the Redo. Now
you can see why this helps things run faster – and why it might be a bad idea..
ORA600 Ltd
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Use of Redo and Archive Redo logs
• The Redo Logs are the golden copy of changes and the master of
commit and all that follows on from it.
• As such, they are the source data for a lot of core and extra features of
Oracle.

• They are used in instance recover, redoing any changes made to data
blocks that had not been pushed to storage.
• They are used with backups to “roll forward” the latest full backup to
the very latest committed change . Or to a specific point in time.
• Dataguard (maintaining a second copy of the database) is done via the
redo information. After all, it contains everything.
• You can mine the redo logs to find when changes occurred and by
whom.
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Database Files and Blocks
• Tables, Indexes and Clusters are pretty much the only database
structures in Oracle. {Only the data dictionary uses clusters, usually}.
• Everything else –Sequences, views, materialized views. Partitions –
are simply constructs on top of these.
• An exception to this is SQL statements. Views, stored PL/SQL,
triggers, hints, profiles, baselines are stored SQL or bits of SQL.
• Tables and Indexes are always owned by a USER, a USER and their
objects is a Schema. In other RDBMS this would be a distinct
database. Tables and Indexes are stored in Tablespaces
• Tablespaces are chunks of storage the DBA defines, made up out of
actual real files on the storage. Each database file is made up out of
8K blocks. Nearly always 8K blocks. Only rarely is it worth changing.
• Oracle reads {8K} blocks. Or lots of blocks as {usually} 1MB chunks.
{Ignoring exadata}. That is all. Network people seem to struggle with
this idea.
ORA600 Ltd
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Database Files and Blocks
• The data dictionary is just a set of tables, indexes, clusters and other
things a normal user can have. It sits in it’s own SYS and SYSAUX
tablespaces, but it’s Just Data and SQL.
• The underlying storage, the discs or SSD, is unimportant. If you can
see the storage and create the database files, forget it for now. In most
organisations it’s hard to change the storage anyway.
• Tablespace rules are easy. Don’t put stuff in the SYS or SYSAUX
tablespaces, just ask the DBA which one to use. Or, if you ARE the
DBA, create a data and index tablespace for each application owner
and a pair of bucket tablespaces for everything else.
• We used to worry lots about extent sizes and free space etc. Don’t. Let
Oracle handle that for you, until either you are experienced, you have
to handle tables over 100GB, you have a problem or you just can’t
stop being curious.
• You can create tablespaces with different block sizes to “normal”.
Don’t. Just don’t. It won’t help in 98.3% of cases.
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Database files
and Blocks
and Process
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Reading Data from Disk
• When an Oracle process (your waiter) wants a block, it looks in the
Block Buffer Cache for it. If it is not found there, it reads it from disc
into memory, *then* processes it.
• Remember, the whole block is read, not just the bits you need
{ignoring exadata and similar “smart” engineered systems}.
• All tables and indexes are stored in blocks, they are looked for in
memory and, if there, used. Otherwise they are fetched from storage.
• Access to memory is many, many times faster than access to storage.
A lot of what the RDBMS is about is keeping blocks you need often in
memory.
• A key part of Oracle tuning is considering how to keep things in
memory – but I believe it is an aspect not considered enough
• Reading SYS data, information about what tables, columns, indexes
etc you have, is *just the same*. 8K blocks, read into the SGA.
ORA600 Ltd
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Writing Data to Disk
• When you create or change data, it is written to disc by DBWR, the
Database Writer. Oracle may start up more than one, DB writer to keep
up, DBW1, DBW2 etc.
• The write is “lazy” – remember, the key action when a change is
committed is the LGWR write to the online redo logs.
• If the change is completely within the block, the block is written back
to the same spot in the tablespace. If new blocks have been created
(and this can occur on updates) it is written to where there is empty
space in the tablespace.
• The blocks are now physically written to disc ordered, even for an
index. Each index block has pointers to say which is the next block,
which can be anywhere in the tablespace {slight lie for simplification}.
• The special TEMP tablespace stores data that is being sorted or
similarly processed that cannot be fitted into the PGA. This is written
and read by the Oracle Server Process.
ORA600 Ltd
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Finding data, no Index
Table

{Warning – this slide is my largest “lie”}
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Finding Data, no Index
• If there is no index to help locate a record or records in a table. There
is also no way to know how many records it will find, so Oracle has no
choice but to scan the whole table.
• You may be thinking a UNIQUE or PRIMARY_KEY constraint will tell
oracle there is only one record to find – but you need an index for
them, so oracle can use the index!
• Your server process could read each block in turn into memory, into
the Block Buffer Cache and check it for matching records. It does not.
That would be very inefficient.
• Oracle reads the table in chunks, called multiblock reads. It’s usually
chunks of 1MB. We no longer really play around altering that.
• Thus you can see that Oracle reads data (tables or indexes) in only
one of two ways – single blocks {of 8K} or mulitblock reads {1MB}. Do
your storage guys know that?
ORA600 Ltd
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Reading Whole Segments from Disc
•

The Oracle server process reads data into the SGA in 8K {or whatever} blocks.
However, if the whole segment is being read, it is read in sets of 8K blocks.

•

A segment is a whole table, a whole index, a whole cluster or a whole partition
of a partitioned table or index.

•

Oracle reads a whole number of blocks totalling 1MB. The size can be altered,
it is not always 1MB, but for now please just accept that.
The 1MB chunks are read into the PGA, not the Block Buffer Cache. However,
that is my worst lie of simplification. Since Oracle ?9? Parallel queries have
done this, since 11 some serial queries have also done this in certain
circumstances. It’s the direction things are moving in
In earlier version of Oracle and some situations now, the 1M of data IS read
into the block buffer cache - but in such a way that it is usually quickly pushed
out again, ie does not remain in memory

•

•

•

•

The take-home point is that for large segment scans the read data is generally
not re-used – either it goes into the PGA for the user and is not shared or goes
into the BBC and is soon aged out.
Final caveat – small segments ARE read into the BBC. “Small” is a variable
and instance-specific value!!!
ORA600 Ltd
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Index
Root Block

Branch Blocks
Level 1

Table

Branch Blocks
Level 2

Leaf
Blocks

Unique Key column(s) and Rowid, format

OOOOOOFFFBBBBBBRR
OOOOOO
FFF
BBBBBB
RRR

= Database Object No
= tablespace relative file No
= datafile relative block No
= Row in block
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Finding One Row Via an Index
•

Having identified that an index can be used to look up a row, the Oracle Server
Process reads the root block of the index. Unless the index is very, very small,
the index will consist of several levels – the root block at the “top” and the
leaf blocks at the “bottom”. Between will be none, one or more levels of
Branch blocks. In our example, there are 2 branch levels.

•

The root node is scanned to identify the correct block in the first branch level,
the one where the indexed value is between the min and max value in that
branch bloke. That branch block is read – this is the second block read

•

This first-level branch block is scanned to find the correct second level
branch block, for the third read.

•

The second branch block will identify the correct leaf node block that holds
the indexed value and that is read. Fourth read.

•

The relevant entry is found for the indexed value {if it exists} and the rowid for
the actual row is found. This identifies the exact spot on storage where the
relevant table row is found. It is read, for the fifth read.

•

Note, each time an 8k block is read. And, as far as Oracle is concerned, it is
read from memory. It may or may not need to be fetched from disk first.
ORA600 Ltd
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Index
Root Block

Branch Blocks
Level 1

Branch Blocks
Level 2

Leaf
Blocks

Four block reads to “walk down” the
index and get the first leaf block.
A second leaf block to completely
scan the relevant values in the leaf
blocks.
A table block (via the rowid) per
matching index entry (9 in total)
These are DB File Sequential Reads

Table

Finding a Range of Rows via an Index
•

The process to find a range of rows in a table, say all orders for a given
customer, is very similar.

•

Oracle looks up the first record for the key (or partial key), reading the Root,
branch level 1, branch level 2 and then leaf block for that value, for four blocks
reads.

•

The leaf block is then scanned from that min value, finding the rowid for each
consecutive entry in the leaf block and reading the relevant table block.

•

This process continues until either the entry in the leaf block exceeds the max
value for the key or the end of the leaf block is reached. If the end of the leaf
block is reached the next leaf block is read and processed in the same way,
until all values for the key have been found.

•

As you can appreciate, this can lead to a lot of blocks being read from the
table. Four to get to the start of the range, and extra one each time the scan
moves to the next leaf block and one for each index entry in the range.
NB Sometimes the same block will be read more than once, one time for each
relevant row held in that block.

•
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Are Full Table Scans slower than Index Access?
Index
Table

Table

Chunk-Chunk-Chunk all of it

Or tic-tic-tic-tic-tic-tic part of it

Which is faster?

That depends - on many factors
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Are Full Table Scans slower than Index Scans?
• There are many factors that have an impact on whether a Full Table
Scan is slower than a Index Range Scan.
• The whole table will be read in (usually) 1MB chunks – unless a block
within that set is already cached, in which case the chunk is read from
disc up to that cached block {and then the cached block is read from
memory, in a consistent manner}.
• If the number of individual block reads to do the index range scan and
look up the relevant table rows for each rowid is less, the range scan
is faster. But this can be confused by how often the table block is
found in the block buffer cache.
• Generally, very roughly, if less than 2% of the table is to be read, an
index range scan is more efficient.
• The larger the table, the more efficient the full table scan is over the
index range scan, so this % can drop to 1% or 0.1%.
• The clever bits of Exadata can reduce this more, but a specific index
scan (less than 0.1%) is probably more efficient even then.
ORA600 Ltd
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Parsing a SQL Statement
Is the SQL
Statement
SYNTAX valid

Are the command words and brackets in the right place? Eg
SELECT col_a,col_b FROM tab_1,tab_2
WHERE tab_1.id = tab2_2.t1_id ORDER BY tab_2.date;

SEMANTIC check Are the tables and
Columns correct

Do the tables, indexes and other objects referenced exist, do you have
Permission to see them, is there any ambiguity (you reference column col_a
But it exists in 2 tables)

Look for the SQL in
The Library cache,
Insert it if required

The parser creates a hash value based in the exact text of the SQL statement,
Including spaces. The Library is checked for this. (There is an option to strip out
Bind variables first). If it is not found, it is inserted into the Library cache. If it
Is found, that can save Oracle time.

Check if it has been
run in “this way”
before

Oracle creates a similar hash value derived from the environment for that SQL
Statement, eg who is running it, have any instance parameters changed. If it is
the same, use the execution plan used for the last time the statement was run.

Optimize the Statement
ORA600 Ltd
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Oracle Optimizing a SQL Statement
TransformInternally re-write
The statement

Table join order
And methods

The COST is how
Many times Oracle
will need to read a
block

Sorts cost, big joins
cost, everything
else is Fluff.

The Optimizer alters the structure of the statement into logically identical
versions to put it in a format more simple to cost/optimize or to make possible
more access paths. No, I can’t explain, just accept this

Using information in the data dictionary about the table sizes, distinct values of
columns, what indexes exists and a load of other stuff, oracle calculates the
cost of lots of ways to answer the query. It picks the plan with the lowest cost.
It is not magic, it is just maths.

This is a gross oversimplification but it is also fundamentally true. Oracle acts
as though all data access is from disc and it is read in blocks of 8K. Even
“multiblock reads”. You can study each step and work out why the optimizer
thinks it will take that many 8k reads. IF….you know all the rules.

Sorts have a cost as data is processed. If there is a lot of data (a “lot” being
Compared to how much memory your server has) then sorting can be the most
Expensive part of the query. But doing COUNTS and MAXs and simple functions
then, meh! who cares.

Properly understanding the Optimizer is now a Big Ask
ORA600 Ltd
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Read Consistency – Time and Changes
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Read Consistency – Time and Changes
•
•

•

•

•

•

A special part of memory in the SGA holds the System Change Number – the
SCN. If the database is a RAC database, there is a shared SCN.
Each time any change (*) is made to the database, the SCN is incremented. It
is a bit like a clock, ticking up the changes.
When a change is made to a database block, the SCN of the change is
recorded. This is written to the redo log {the golden record of changes} and
also into the block(s) that are changed.
The change is also written to the UNDO tablespace – a special tablespace that
still consists of {8K} blocks but hold the change information in a different
structure. This information is used to undo the change if it is rolled back, the
session errors or there is a system error.
Just so you know, as this UNDO record is a change to a block of data, it too is
written to the redo logs. But don’t worry about the details of that. It is enough
to understand that doing changes and then rolling them back is NOT “free”.
In this way, Oracle gives each change a unique number, the SCN, and it can
undo the change, via the UNDO tablespace.

* The SCN is incremented at least once per commit, but not necessarily once per row changes – several
inserts or updates can get the same SCN IF they are in the same transaction.
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Read Consistency – Time and Undo
SQL
Is the SQL
Statement
SYNTAX valid

Which is the
Consistent
Get?

SCN “Clock”

SCN
SEMANTIC check Are the tables and
Columns correct

45123
45007

Look for the SQL in
The Library cache,
Insert it if required

Check if it has been
run in “this way”
before

SCN 45678
ORACLE SERVER
PROCESS

ORD_DATA

45688
45422

45607
45006
45701

UNDO

45677
45699
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Read Consistency – Time and Undo
•

As we have seen, each block change is recorded with and SCN, a number that
indicates when a change occurred. Also, how to undo the change is written to
the UNDO tablespace.

•

When you query the database, each time a block is visited to get your data,
the SCN is checked. If the SCN is more recent than when your query started
then Oracle knows a change has occurred.

•

Oracle copies the block (so the latest verision is left alone) and then reads the
UNDO data for that block to undo the change.
If the SCN is still more recent, the next change is applied. This is repeated
until the SCN is prior to when your query started.
In this way, oracle re-creates the view of the data exactly as it was when your
query started. This is vital to how oracle ensures you see a consistent view of
the data during your SQL statement.
This reading of a block and potentially undoing any changes is know as a
Consistent Read. No undo needs to be applied for a read to be a consistent
read, it just has to be a read where the check is made. Nearly all reads are
consistent reads.

•
•

•
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Consistency, Reliability and Isolation
•

For a relational database (and actually any “serious” data store) to be
considered complete, it needs to achieve several aims. Three of those are:
– That changes are known to have been saved and stay saved
– When you query data it is consistent to the point in time at which you queired it (so
data does not change during the period of the query)
– User 1 does not see changes made by other users until they are saved.

•

Between them, the REDO information, the UNDO tablespace and the SCN
ensure that the above three aims are achieved.

•

Many of the other, more advanced features of Oracle rely on the above
features, such as Flashback Query, Dataguard, Savepoints, logminer and little
things like incremental backups and point-in-time recovery

•

Sometimes Oracle is accused of being slow. Compared to file-system-based
solutions or simple databases that do not have the ability to protect one user
from seeing another user’s changes until committed, it is – but I’ve seen
people try to add what are called ACID features to these and then they become
*really* slow.
ORA600 Ltd
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“Oracle Finds the Block in the SGA” – how?
CPU and memory is fast, it just scans the Block Buffer Cache
listed
in it and the memory address it is at.

AAADBaAagABcDefBDa
1327563structure with all the blocks
Oracle preserves
an
index-like
until it finds 1421785
the block it is interested in
AAADBaAagABcDefBDb
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Hashing – how Oracle Finds a Block In Memory
•

Hashing algorithms are at the heart of a lot of things Oracle does internally,
and some that you can use, such as hash partitions. But even users of Oracle
for many years can be unaware of them.

•

A hashing algorithm will take an input (a number or a string) and convert it
into a {usually} smaller number. The algorithm can be set to produce numbers
from eg 1 to 1,000,00 or 1 to 32768. For a given input the output is always the
same but input+1 gives a very different output – ie the input values are spread
pseudo-randomly over the output values.

•

Calculating the hash value is a simple, quick CPU task and so costs “nothing”

•

To check if a block is in the SGA, Oracle computes a hash of the block
address, where the set of output values acts as an index of the block buffer
cache.
Having calculated the hash, oracle checks the list of blocks under that hash
(the chain) to see if the block is there. The chain is just a short list of blocks
allocated under that hash.
It’s very, very quick.
Oracle uses hash internally like this quite a lot.

•

•
•
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Spiral of Knowledge
•

I think of learning about Oracle (or any complex topic) is like a spiral.

•

There are many areas to understand. You can’t know it all at once. So you
learn a bit about each area, eg SQL, DB Design, Performance. You need to
know something about SQL before you can learn about Performance.

•

Once you know something about most of the areas, you know enough to
understand how each area impact the others, so you go around the spiral
again, gaining “deeper” knowledge.
Then if you are still curious, you may go around again, adding new areas to
learn like Internals or Operating Systems.

•

•

I started off thinking about spiralling in to deeper and deeper knowledge but
now I think of it as spiralling out. The more you learn, the more you realise
you don’t know.

•

For example, I did Genetics at college. By the end of my degree I realised I had
much more understanding of the subject - but no idea how our DNA codes for
how many fingers we have, how genes are *really* controlled, why we have
fewer genes than potatoes, how the DNA is uncoiled to be read, how
epigenetics works. I did not even know I did not know them. Now I do 
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What Do We Know Now
• You should now have a general understanding how Oracle works as a
set of activities and parts. The below diagram should make sense.
• You won’t know the details, such as what the CKPT process is or what
exactly the SMON process does or how Oracle decides on the size of
extents – but you don’t *need* to know to get the general idea.
• But you will know enough for something like the Concepts Guide to
make sense or for you to better understand why some things work (or
do not work) as you would expect. Changing data to only roll it back is
*not* free and full table scans are not evil.
• If you have questions about these slides or what I said – email me.
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